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BOOK REVIEWS 

The Structure and Development in Asian Economies. Proceedings of a Con-

ference held by Japan Economic Research Cfenter in Septemb'er. 1968,, (Center 

Paper No. lO~, The Japan Ecorromi'c Research Center, Tokyo, 
Japan, 1968, xiii+407 p. 

The task of reviewing this volume in a short space is' a formid.a:ble one. 
The twelve papers cover a wide spectrum of t'opics relating' ta manY(d,ivers~) 

countries and includ･e a variety of ideas! Since each pap'er is followed: by 

detailed comments, by discussants and other partici,pants, I shall･ confil:Le my 
comments' to broad issues and wi.ll have to be selective inl my summ'arization. 

Th~ briefness of experience of newliy ' independent countries of Asia, 

i,nadequate dat'a and insufficient facts, and information on Asia, make the 
evaluatibn of the numerous ideas, speculations, h,ypothesis in this volume very 

difficult. And this is true even of Japan during the Meiji periad. 

Take, fdr example, the first paper, "The Ris'e of Capitalism, and the Role 

of Agriculture" by Shigeto Tsuru. (Hitotsu.bashi University), which deals with 

the first three decades of the Meiji period The author' brings together an 
impressive collection of data and information showing that the agricui~ural 
sector supplied the su~Plus~ Iabor, and: exports which enabled J-apa:nese capital-

ism, to "take off." Much of the da,ta that the author cites for the early Meiji 

period has come under severe criticism, in recent years,- e, g!, the Ohkawa: 

income' and lab'or fo. rce data, and the prefectural. rice yield! data. Increasingl,y, 

there is: a tendency for scholars to leave out th~ macro-statistics of the' pre-

l,900's in any seriou~ discussion of Japarrese growth because of the' shabbiness 

of the existing data. The. author argues that Tokugawa surplus was dissipated 

i･rL wastefu,1 expenditures but in the' early Meiji period it was invested for 
u~eful phrpose largely due to institutional, reforms in the Meiji period_ Plau-

sible as these propositions sound, they are macro-quantitative generalizations 

and one : wonders where the qbantitative evid,ence, exists to sup~ort them.1 

In the second paper, "Historical Appraisal: : Colonialism-Past and Pre-

sent " by E.L. Wheelwright (University of Sydney), an attempt is ma;de to 
study the economic effects of colonialism on the' colonized. As to past colo-

nialism, he points out that the colon'izers destroyed traditi.onal. society, created, 

plantations. controlledi ' trade and currency, and appropriated the e'conomic 

surplus' w,ith the result that " deteribration and, disintegration{~ ~et = in. A~ to 

the ' present, his' conclusion is " th~t a ki,nd of colbnial:ism ~till exists in a 

number of Asian countries in varying degrees," with c;Id forms of c610nial 
rela'tionships being replaced by new forms (foreign aid: foreign . in~estment, 

l The author cites the Sank~n-k~tai s~stem in th~ Tokugawa period as evidence of ,un-

p,roductive expenditures but how cos~ly vyas it, particularly in cpmparison to th~ early 

Meiji military expend;tures ? ' 
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market controls). The net result is that very little progress has been achieved 

by these countries. 

Most of the evidence brought forward tQ support the conclusions are 
quotations from a number of writers, very few of whom appear to have 
experience in quantitative work. And y~t the conclusions relate to macro-

quantitativ6 statementS･ While some of the judgments of the writers quoted 
by Wlleelwright appear to be plausible, they are far from convincing unless 

backed up with systematic data.2 

A. K. Sen's (Delhi School of Economics) major finding in his paper 
"Social :Ov. erhead Capital in Asian Economics" is that no significant correla-

tion exists between the growth rates of Asian countries (as the dependant 
variable) and social overhead capital (defined to be income originating in 
transport, communication, utilities, construction, education, and defense, as a 

share of national product), all of these variables 'taken for the period 1960-

1965. Accordingly, Sen argues that "the results are not encouraging for the 

'growth-inducing-SOC hypothesis."' But suppose the correlations turned out 
to be very high, would this indicate that SOC is growth-inducing ? It could 

just as well be that SOC is induced by a rapid growth rate. It seems to me 
that causation is diflicult to establish (or to deny) by iregression techniques, 

especially one in which broad aggregates are taken as variables, for such 
broad variables are likely to include causes, consequences, and concomitants 

which operate in a complex process involving many otller forces (not only 
economic but social and polltical) and taking longer than five or six years to 

work out. This point is brought out in another paper on Social Overhead 
Capital by You Poh Seng and Stephen H. K. Yeh (University of Singapore) 
who raise questions complicating the usual notions of social overhead capital, 

and the ensuing discussion shows how unsatisfactory these are. For example, 

Singapore undertook a vast program of low-cost housing in part to satisfy 
urgent needs but in part to mold a diverse, divided, multiracial society into 

a national group with a strong political consensus. With housing and politi-

cal consensus, the Singapore government can now take steps toward rapid 

economic growth. 
The thesis of U. A. Aziz (University of Malaya) in "Agricultural Develop-

ment and Economic Development in Malaysia" is " that in the Malaysian 
contex~ institutional reforms are an essential ingredient of agricultural de-

velopment. Indeed, unless the rigllt complex of institutional reforms are 

carried out with complimentary programmes of technical change, the new 

2 In the prewar decades, we used to hear much about the decline, stagnation and 
collapse of Western capitalism, until scholars like Kuznets began to work out long-term 

estimates of national product. Today when these estimates are put on a, chart, even 

the Great Depression of the 1930's appears as a small dip in the upward trend of 

capitalist economy. The estimates of national income published by Asian governments 

in the postwar decades, weak as they are, showing annual growth rates of 4 to 5010 

during the past decade ot two cannot be brushed aside or ignored without proper 

criticism. And long-term estimates of prewar decades, rough and tentative as they are, 

do show some amount of growth for several of the Asian countries. 
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technolog.y will neither ~tick nor spread." And he shows the urgent need for 

changes in "the systems of marketing, credit and tenancy relations." I would 

like to endorse this view strongly because running through the discussions in 

the conference was the feeling on the part of some participants that it was 

either institutional or technological change which must come about first in 

order for sustained growth to occur. Both are impdrtant in the packa.ge of 

forces making for growth, and the relative mix and time-sequence of the two 

in= the package may vary for different countries at different points of time 

and for different projects and sectors. Ih some cases, the ihitial causation is 

from institutional to technological change but in others the sequence can be 

reversed (as in the case of the diffusion of the new rice seeds.)3 T. Schultz 

has propounded the hypothesis that the critical factor that must be changed 

in traditional agriculture is its technological base and he may be fight for 

most Asian countries. 

In my paper, entitled " Growth and Unemployment in Postwar Asia." I 
argue that full-time equivalent unemployment in many Asian countries is 
already high, that the rate of increase in the labor force during the 1970's 

and 1980's will be approximately doubled that of the 1950's and the problem 

of employment creation will become urgent in the comihg decades, partly 
because capital-intensive industries cannot be counted on to supPly jobs. In 
my finding that unemployment levels are already high (in the mid-1960's), I 

have depended mainly on the labor force sample surveys published by most 
Asian countries. But the problem with these surveys is that they are not 
conducted frequently 'enough throughout the year, so that. they give ' pictures 

of the employment situation only for one to four weeks of the year. Since 
I argue that in these countries, seasonal, irregular, part-time, sporadic un-

employment is a very large part of full-time equivalent une'mployment, the 

sample surveys held once or twice a year are clearly unsatisfact6 ry; There 

is a need for the surveys to be held monthly, as in Japan, or at a minimum 

every other month.4 
It is encouraging for me to read Takafusa Nakamura's (Tokyo University) 

paper, "Economic Growth and Small and Medium Enterprises," which shows 
that in the prewar period when modern Japanese industries were growing, 
it was the traditional sector in the secondary and tertiary industries ~vhich 

supplied most of the jobs for Japan's expanding labor force. What would be 

most interesting to learn from Japan's prewar experience is : to what extent 

was there a rise in output per worker (or productivity) in the various indus-

8 And what else besides institutional and technological change in the package ? What 

of economic and value changes which must interact with institutional and technological 

change ? 

4 1 would like to urge Asian countries to make much greater effort ip collecting socio-

economic data. In advanced countries data as. by-products of government and business 

administration are plentiful but not so in underdeveloped countries; which, therefore, 

must rely on sur.veys, ~specially probability sample surveys. Under these circumstances 

population censuses should be held, not decennially, but quinquenially, so that adequate 

' frames for sample surveys ~re available every flve years. 
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tries of the traditional sectors and what were some. of the forces responsible 

for the rise? How was it possible for the traditional sectors to keep down 

the prices of tlleir output ? I d0= not think that the role of the traditional, 

labor-intensive sectors in Japanese. gro~!vth was simply a passive one, serving 

as a complement to the modern capital-intensive sectors. Besides absorbing 
labor, IArhat role d;id they play in supplying savings, in economizing on capital 

as~ inservice training grounds for skilled labor and management, as a source 

of pur.chasing power and effective demand fbr the products (intermediate and 

final) of' modern industries and as a net earner of foreign exchange ? 

The next. twa ' papers by Hiroshi Kitamura (of ECAFE) and by H.la 
Myint (of the London; School of Economic~) take opposing positions on the 
topic_ ':'Market Mech.anism and Planning," although both reject laissez-faire 

and general n'ational'ization. The former, feeling that mal'ket imperfections 

are too extensive, advocates planning with more extensive direct controls 
over ptices, and ,quantities. , He is: particularly worri'ed that the "uncontr.olled 

working of the m'arket mechanism tends to produce a pattern of income 
d. 'istribution thait is not socially =acceptable dr else to produce a rate ofgrowth 

that is' considerably below what is potentially feasible." (p. 270) The growth 

r2~te is n0.t high enough becal~rse the rate of investment,,tends to, be low (due 

to high market rates of' interest) and slow industrialization (due to the absence 

of " energetic structural･ policies;' for " the transition to more sophisticated 
producer goods industries.. . . .?' Myint, on the other hand, 110lds that despite 

market imperfections; the market mechanism is workable' and effective for 
the. kind of growth process, he has in mind ; i. e., the expansion, of peasant, 

of mining and plantation exports, these in turn causing underutilized land 
and l.abor t,o bel more fully utilized, producing more extensive monetization 

and commerc.ialization and more intensive market economy and specialization 
(as detailed in his, book, Economics of the Developing Countri'es)L 

It. ,is clear that we need more empiricaf studies of the workings of the 

market mechanism irL Asian countries, particularly with respect to' the kind 

of issues these. writers have raised. Btit I feel that Y. Shionoya ~0f Hitotsu~ 

bashi), who acted as a discussant of both papers, was right in suggesting, 

indirectly that the basic issue betw, een the two papers, Iies in the different 

models of the grow'th process envisaged by the authors$ If Kitamura:s. growth 

model emphasizing investment in sophisticated industries (~ kind of a Ma-
halanobis model ?) is the way to rapid growth even the perfect workings: of 

the; inarket mechanism will not be suitable (and, indeed, may be a. greater 
obstacle depe, nding on w, hat. we mean by market, ~erfe. ction). rf we hold to. 

Myint's model of growth, a great deal of market imperfections cal:L be' tole-

rated, as in the case of Thailand. 
I do not favo,r the strong emph'asi~, on ihvestment in sophistfcated indus' 

tries as the waY for developing most of the Asian countries, considering the 

stage they are i'n at the ptesent time 'and will be in for some time to come 

(which Simon Kuzn~ts labels as transitional from traditibnal to moderh eco-

nomic growth). The establishment of sophisticated industries should be highly 
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selective, so that a. great deal of resources are left to assist the growth of the 

labor-intensiv6, sectors. which engage about four-fifths, of the' Iabor force. 

Believing this, I favor the views of Myi,nt on the issue of market mechanism, 

though my emphasis would not be so heavi,ly directed to th~ expor.t sector 
per se but the labor-intensive sector. 

Nor do I feel that the market mechanism per se is responsible for an 
unfavorable ihcome distributlon. If one adopts Kitamurai's heatvy' emphasis 

on sophisticated industries, income distribution of most Asian countries will 

become increasingly unequal for the next decade or two, for the profits earned 

and wages and salaries paid in the sophistica,ted industries; will increase much 

faster than those. in the laboy-intensive sectors. On the colltrary, :1 think, that 

the development of the labor-intensive sector (both in agri(!)ulture and non-

agriculture) will reduce : inequalities, and increase savings and ~ investment, 

besides increasing exports. But to develop the labor intensive sectors, more 
than the market mechanisms or planning is, ~cLeeded, as the w.ork of the Inter-

national Rice Research Institute seems to indicate. 

The Philippine experience in import-substitution policy (1950-1965) is 

discussed by Amado Castro (University of the Philippines). He concedes that 
the policy has resulted in resource misallocation, inefiiciencies, balance of 

payments pressures (due to. the heavy impQrts of processed inputs); etc., but 

asks for more time to be given to these new industries before final. judgment 

is cast. He believes that already inefliciencies are declining and cap~city-

operation rising. Dis~ussant A. Murakami (K5be University) appears to be 

dubious: that time wil･1 change the situation. Citing data submitted by Castro, 
he p.oints out that there is " Stag,nation in the share of manufacturing in 

national ir~come and also stagnation in the change of import composition 
after 1960," and raises the question : Can a policy of import-substitution of 

the Philippine. type (nol~-infant industr.y) be changed to one of export pro-

motion and, if so, how ? 

One way out of this dilemma is briefly noted by Castro who points to 
the agricultural revolution taking place ' in the Philippines with the new =rice 

seed. Castro hopes that with the higher p.easant incomes' the domestic market 

for~ manufaetures will expand. I dou'bt that the domesti'c mairket for the 
output of inrport-substitu'tion industries (which are sophis'ticated, ; industries) 

wil,1 rise very much in consequence of the agrlcultural: revolution but. the 

market foF wage-go,ods will; certainly ~ rise, and these are mainly' traditional 

and labor.-intensive industries; With adequate assistance (~*g., credit foir, better 

equipment), from the go.vernment, productivity in these industries may rise 

and this in turn will trigger ano.ther round. of expansion of the' domestic 

market, which after further rounds may have a su<bstantial. impact on the 
imp.ort-substitution industries! Unemploymen;t rates in theL Phili:ppines. are 

high, and inc.ome distribution extremely unequal at the present time. 

S. Okita (Japan Economic Research Center) showsl that Japanese i.mports 
of labor-intensive goods i,ncreased substantially between 1956 to l.9.65 a.ndi this 

agrees with the finding.s, of~ HaL Lary's, study. Imp.ort of =Manufactures-from:=Less 
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Developed Countries, NBER, 1968. Okita notes that with the labor shortage 

and high growth rates, Japanese imports of labof-intensive goods should con-

tinue to rise in the future and their exports decline. 

S. Ishikawa (of Hitotsubashi) discusses "Agrarian Reform and its Pro-

ductivity Effect" with reference to Communist China's experience. According 

to his surrimary : (1) probably since the productivity increase was not remark-

able, there remained a constant threat of the revival of old landlordism 
despite the successive steps for agrarian reform . . . ; (2) while the output effect 

has not yet been very clear, the Chinese method (i,e., maximizing the use of 

traditional technology and inputs and minimizing the use of modern inputs) 
for the productivity increase of agriculture seems to be theoretically effective 

under the conditions ih which centialized investment funds cannot be allo-

cated sufficiently to the agricultural sector." (p. 347) It may be the severe 

limitations o.f my knowledge of Chinese economics, but I am puzzled about 
these conqlusion. Why should the absence of a remarkable increase in pro-
ductivity lead to landlordism, i.e., why should not also a remarkable increase 

in productivity intensity the tendency toward landlordism, especially since 

the increase is likely td be unevenly distributed ? Or perhaps the "constant 

threat of reviving landlordism" may be related more 'to some factors other 
than productivity as such, e. g., de~;e"enlial productivity and efficiency among 

individuals ? 

In order to derive the first conclusion, the author assumes, no " remark-

able" increase in productivity. In the second argument, he deduces "theore-
tical" arguments for expecting productivity t6 increase even under conditions 

of insufiicient investment funds determined by Communist planning. And if 
it turns out that, in fact, there was no significant increase in agricultural 

productivity. during the past two decades, it is not because of the Chinese 

system but because of " the comparatively short-term performance" during 
which the Chinese Government has been resorting "to measures of trial-and-

error." " F.or this reason, I do not think it very useful, at the present stage 

of development, to use the output performance as the major criterion for 
making an evaluation of China's agrarian reform and the resultant agrarian 
system." (p. 317) If so, I am puzzled about his conclusion : "The most crucial 

question, then, will be a comparison between the Chinese pattern and the 
pattern exemplified by the Philippines' case . . . the answer seems tt) be very 

much dependent upon the productivity results in tlle coming few years." 
Since the author expects "trial-and-error" measures in China to be intensified 
in the future, and since Philippine agricultural systems are also changing, 

would the tomparison of productivity results be relevant ? In fact, since 

changes are occurring in every Asian country, (and since there are more 
variables that need to be taken into account than in the simple model that 

the author uses), would any comparison be relevant, under his assumptions ? 

I am afraid this review has not done adequate justice to the rich variety 

of views expressed at the meetings. As a scholarly conference for the purpose 

of exchanging views on the role of structural changes in Asian economic 
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growth, the conference was most succe~sful. Perhaps now the time has come 

for conferences which would discuss and evaluate the measures of actual 
performances of Asian economics during the past two decades (and in some 
cases during the decades before the war) and would also make a start on the 

analysis and interpretaiion of such performances, especially if we agree with 

Paul Samuelson that science consists mainly of analytic " description of em-

pirical, observable reglilarities." (See his discussion in the American Economic 

Review, various issues in 1963, 1964, 1965.) (Harry 'f. Oshima) 

SEYMOUR BROADBRIDGE, Industrial Dualism in Japan : A Problem 
of Economic Growth and Structural Change. Frank Cass & Co., London, 

1966, xi+ 105 pp. 

lrrespective of the method of analysis, a close examination of･the problem 
of small and medium enterprises is vital in dealing with the edonbinic growth 

of Japan. It is true that, even in contemporary a:dvanced Western hations, the 

existence of the small and medium enterprises in great numbets remains a 
crucial element constituting the structure of their economies. But, in analyz-

ing the economy of Japan, one of tlle main obj6ctiv6s should be the sritall 

and medium enterprises, because it is not possible to reco.gnize the ecbnomy 

of Japan without examining them. In this sense, the analysis of the small and 

medium enterprises of Japan has a different significance when contrasted 
with other advanced 'Western nations. 

I;1 Japan, the small and medium enterprises not only differ in scale when 

compared with the large enterprises, but a.Iso differ in quality as ' a group of 

enterprises. Therefore, special attention should be paid to the charzicteristics 

of these small and medium entetprises which can be clearly " distinguished " 

from other enterprises. However, the characteristics of these ehterprises are 

far from being simple or homogeneous, ratheir they can be interpreted as 
heterogeneous, pluralistic and complicated. lvloreover, as place= df 'employ-

ment, these small and medium enterprises whch compared with the large 
enterprises account for a very high proportion of employinent. They still 

occupy ,at present the primary place of employment for the J,apanese. 

From the Meiji era to the present, these small and medium enterprises 

have bech deeply entwined in the development of the Ja~zinese economy. 
It is recognized that the rapid industrialization of Japa.ri is unmatched in' 

world history. These enterprises are by no hreans the residti~ of the =develop-

ment process. They have, on the contrafy, been a primary factor in this 

development process. The fact that these enterprises ate deeply iriterwoven 

in the = development of the Japanese economy structurally c~n be seen even 

in contemporary Japan. ' In Japan, these small and inediu~n enterprises are closely corinected with 

various undesirable economic problems like.10w productivity, Iow wagesi low 

levels of technology, instability, and excessive competition. These all reflect 


